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In Review: Dynamics Meets Allostery
PAGE 1042
The term allostery was derived from two Greek words, ‘‘allos,’’ which means ‘‘other,’’ and ‘‘stereos,’’ which means ‘‘object,’’ to prop-
erly refer to the observation that in some enzymes, the site of regulation is located outside the active site. The term has been in use
for almost half a century, and the allosteric regulation has been studied just as long. In this review article, del Sol et al. provide
a discussion of what is currently known about allosteric mechanism. The authors also submit that allosteric signals are transmitted
within a protein via multiple, preexisting pathways; which pathway dominates is determined by specific environmental condi-
tions. The authors’ key proposal is that ‘‘allostery does not need to invoke conformational rearrangements to control protein
activity, and preexisting pathways are always defaulted to during allostery regardless of the stimulant and perturbation site in the
protein.’’
CATH Reloaded
PAGE 1051
Hierarchical classification of protein domain structures, CATH, groups the
proteins based on class, architecture, topology or fold, and homologous super-
family. When initial analysis of CATH was published more than a decade ago,
it was based on 8,000 domains classified from the PDB at that time. In this
issue, Cuff et al. further explore protein structure space and in particular the
structural continuum in the CATH database. Results show that most protein
superfamilies are structurally conserved, but there is some considerable struc-
tural divergence in some of the most highly populated superfamilies. Further-
more, it is found that most protein folds do not structurally overlap with others
and those that do are confined to just a few architectures and tend to be small
super-secondary motifs. These overlaps, however, do show that in some regions
of structural space, the fold universe should be seen as more continuous.
(Figure modified from Cuff et al.)
On the Path of the Fatty Acid Synthesis
PAGE 1063
Although intensively studied during the last decades, one central aspect in the working mode of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae fatty
acid synthase (FAS) multienzyme complex remained undiscovered until recently, due to the lack of in-depth structural information.
It is the conundrum of how the phosphopantetheine transferase domain, attached at the periphery of the 2.6 MDa barrel-shaped
FAS, interacts with the carrier domain ACP, caged in the inner volume, for phosphopantetheinylation. Johansson et al. now show
that this posttranslational activation of ACP does not proceed in the barrel-shaped FAS, but in a separate conformation, potentially
representing an intermediate step in the assembly pathway of the S. cerevisiae FAS.
Swapping Tryptophans
PAGE 1075
Cadherins are Ca2+-dependent cell-cell adhesion proteins that maintain the structural integrity
of solid tissues and play an essential role in embryonic development. Adhesion is mediated
by the swapping of tryptophan residues between the outermost domains of opposing cadher-
ins. However, this mechanism is not well understood. Using single-molecule fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) and single-molecule force measurements with the atomic
force microscope (AFM), Sivasankar et al. demonstrate that cadherins initially interact via their
outermost domains without swapping tryptophans to form a weak Ca2+-dependent initial
encounter complex. This suggests that cadherin interaction proceeds via an induced fit
mechanism where the proteins first form a tryptophan-independent initial encounter complex
and subsequently undergo conformational changes to form the final strand-swapped dimer.
(Figure modified from Sivasankar et al.)
Dotting the I’s and Crossing the T’s in NPC
PAGE 1082
Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) at 50 MDa are among the largest protein assemblies and facilitate transport across the nuclear
envelope. To elucidate the principal scaffold structure of this essential nanomachine, researchers take advantage of the modularity
of the NPC, apparent in its construction from multiple copies of about 15 architectural components called nucleoporins. Leksa
et al. have solved the crystal structure of Nup120. Although constructed from a b-propeller and an a-helical region like other
nucleoporins, these elements form an unexpectedly intertwined single domain, helping to further narrow down the exact NPC
architecture.Structure 17, August 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved ix
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Transmembrane helical proteins play critical roles in the lives of cells. Harrington and Ben-Tal show that five kinds of well-known
specific favorable interhelical interactions (hydrogen bonds, aromatic interactions, salt bridges, and two interactions from packing
motifs) precisely determine the packing of the helices in a diverse test set of transmembrane helical proteins. Moreover, these
interactions can be applied in a way consistent with translocon-aided folding. The authors argue that these sets of interhelical
interactions indicate a simple organizing principle of membrane protein folding and stability that has applications to structure
and motion prediction, analysis of function, and protein design.
Eavesdropping on Bacteria
PAGE 1104
Bacterial pathogenesis and community behavior involves a unique second messenger, cyclic
di-GMP (c-di-GMP). Cyclases and phosphodiesterases responsible for the production and
degradation of c-di-GMP, respectively, have been identified in large numbers in bacterial
genomes. Many of these proteins contain degenerate active sites and have been proposed to
serve as receptor for c-di-GMP. Here, Navarro et al. identify such function in FimX, a protein
that governs twitching motility in the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aerugionosa, and
present the structures of its inactive cyclase and phosphodiesterase domains. In conjunction
with solution scattering studies yielding a model for the full-length protein, the authors propose
a molecular mechanism for FimX function. (Figure modified from Navarro et al.)
PDC: A Folding Perspective
PAGE 1117
Misfolding of a protein to generate an alternative stable structure is the underlying cause of numerous different disease states. Thus,
it is critical to understand the factors that define the conformational preferences of proteins. In this study, structural investigations
reported by Stott et al. uncover a different mechanism for a misfolding event concerning the lipoyl domain from the ubiquitous and
metabolically important pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex. A modest deletion from an exposed surface loop results
in the domain populating both a natively folded and a misfolded form. The structure of the misfolded form was found to be dimeric,
but of a kind not hitherto described.
What Guides Protein/Peptide Interactions
PAGE 1128
In previous work, Vanhee et al. have developed tools to cast protein structures as a collection of recurrent structural fragments
that have a particular spatial arrangement. By applying the same abstraction to protein-peptide complexes, the authors now
discover that the vast majority of known protein peptide interactions are structurally equivalent to interactions found in monomeric
proteins. This insight has major implications for peptide ligand prediction and design, as it implies that all existing protein struc-
tures in the PDB are in fact valid learning data for protein-peptide interaction studies, instead of just the <10% of all protein struc-
tures that actually cover protein-peptide complexes.
AFM to Tackle Core Proteasome
PAGE 1138
The structure of every protein displays a specific level of dynamics emphasized by constant
fluctuations between conformational states. The work by Osmulski et al. proposes a coupling
of intrinsic dynamics with enzymatic action of the core proteasome, the central protease of the
intracellular regulated proteolysis, a process that until now eluded conformational dynamic dis-
section. With the help of atomic force microscopy imaging and yeast mutagenesis, it is found
that a gate guarding access to a catalytic chamber of proteasome continuously alternates
between open and closed states. Formation of a tetrahedral complex in an active site stabilizes
the open conformation, linking distant parts of the multisubunit assembly in an activity-promoting
feedback loop. (Figure credits: Osmulski et al.)x Structure 17, August 12, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
